HPA’s Press Release on Ethnic Cleansing Of Hazara In Quetta Pakistan

Hazara Progressive Alliance Great Britain pays condolences to the soul of passing victims of 9th April 2012 incident on prince Road Quetta Pakistan which in this moth is fifth attack by terrorists on aiming Hazara community in Pakistan. HPA strongly condemn these atrocities and demand from the Pakistani Government to take immediate action against terrorists. HPA also condemns the silence of Pakistan interior minister Rahman Malike. The relentless attacks by terrorists on Hazara community show the provincial government’s support by not taking any action against these terrorists. Since 26th of last month’s attack on van, shops and Suzuki’s the death toll reaches 23 within 14 days so far and on average 2 lives are lost on every single day. The community has suffered a great loss of lives of their loved ones by the similar terrorists attack in Quetta for the last one decade. According to an authentic source more than 600 hundreds people have lost their lives from Hazara community alone and government has not taken any action neither has apprehended any perpetrator.

HPA Demands Pakistan to curb these atrocities and meet the legitimate demands of Hazara community and protect Hazara community by applying the following action.

1. That; targeted operations on areas where these culprit hide out
2. That; Suspend the Police officer who opened fire on innocent protestors
3. That; Establish a judicial enquiry on these relentless attacks on Hazara community in Quetta.
4. That; Arrest the culprits and bring them to justice
5. That; Quetta City administration must be handed over to Pakistan Army (Rangers) in order to establish writ of Government

Hazara community diaspora is deeply saddened by these atrocities and target killing of Hazaras in Pakistan. Hazara community across the world will soon stage protests if the legitimate demands are not met.

HPA is appealing from Hazara diaspora to set up a series of protests day across the globe by communicating with each other on this issue. And register your protest in Pakistani embassies in every single city in the world where ever you live.